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S
O WHAT HAPPENS if you forgot to 
create a character for the gaming session 
that’s about to start and you need one 
right away? What if you’re a guest to the 

game who just happens to need a quick character 
for a high-level 4th Edition DUNGEONS & DRAGONS 
game, which starts less than an hour from now? 
Or maybe you’re a Dungeon Master who wants 
to demonstrate the archetypal characters you 
can make with 4th Edition D&D. Perhaps you’re 
someone who wonders how to make that classic 
character from your favorite fantasy movie. If 

you’re any of these people, you might find what 
you need right here. Each “Character Concepts” 
article picks an iconic heroic image or a strong 
character theme and lays out a path of character 
advancement, from level 1 to 30, which shows you 
how to achieve and maintain that character type.
 In this inaugural article, we’ll look at the 
familiar warrior-wizard, who fights off foes 
with sword and shield while throwing blasts of 
thunder and sprays of magical light. As a warrior-
wizard, your fighting prowess allows you to use 
close and area attacks to mark multiple targets 
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at once, which can give you a huge advantage in 
combat situations. But, is there a school that teaches 
this intermingling, or is it a departure from accepted 
practice? You could wait for the swordmage in the 
FORGOTTEN REALMS Player’s Guide, but that class provides 
a different feel altogether. Because several D&D 
players have been trying to build this character 
effectively since the elf was a class, this month’s 
“Character Concept” article shows you how to build 
it in 4th Edition.
 Before we examine the warrior-wizard we’ll take a 
look at the concept of a character who uses teleporta-
tion to good effect in combat. In general, teleportation 
is a facet of 4th Edition that many find enchanting. 
Why walk to the bar when you can teleport there and 
back? Traversing intervening space is for chumps. 
This second concept embraces this philosophy and 
shows you a character designed to have the maximum 
number of teleports available, and, when possible, 
allows her to use teleportation against her enemies.

Feanan the Teleporter
Fourth Edition provides access to quite a range of 
short-range teleportation options. Popping in and 
out of rooms! Hopping across the battlefield while 
laughing at enemies and the laws of physics! The idea 
is delightful, so developing a maximum teleport hero 
seemed like a fun exercise.
 Race: To maximize teleportation, only one 
race will do. The eladrin comes with fey step, a 
per-encounter teleport of 5 squares. The boosts to 
Intelligence and Dexterity, plus the additional skill, 
help the character get the most out of teleportation, 
as you’ll soon see.
 Class: To avoid walking as much as possible, the 
fey pact warlock is the class of choice. Its pact gives 
Feanan the Misty Step boon, which lets the character 
teleport 3 squares each time a creature under its 
Warlock’s Curse is reduced to 0 hits points or fewer. 
These free teleports are bound to happen at least once 
per fight and might happen even more frequently.

 Ability Scores: Charisma is the key attack 
ability for a fey pact warlock, so Feananwant to keep 
that highest. Constitution is the warlock’s backup 
attack ability and useful for some powers, whereas 
Dexterity is relevant to skill choices. Intelligence 
is important for Feanan, though; it beefs up some 
warlock powers and unlocks a feat that will mesh 
well with the build. The final tally is Strength 10, 
Constitution 14, Dexterity 14*, Intelligence 15*, 
Wisdom 11, Charisma 16.
 * Race modifier included.
 Skills: None of these are too relevant to the 
teleporter, but some are still useful. History takes 
advantage of high Intelligence and the eladrin skill 
modifier. Bluff and Intimidate are useful for any 
high-Charisma character. Finally, Thievery seems 
perfect for a fey pact warlock of naturally mischievous 
temperament. The eladrin race lets Feanan pick one 
more: Stealth—which capitalizes on the character’s 
Dexterity. When you can teleport, it seems useful to 
confuse people about where you are. Arcana opens 
up rituals and long-distance teleportation later on, 
but Feanan doesn’t need to start with it.
 Feats: At 1st level, Feanan can choose only one 
feat, and there’s no contest. With her Intelligence 
at 15, Feanan qualifies for Improved Misty Step, 
which extends her free teleport from 3 to 5 squares. 
It’s like getting to use fey step over and over for free. 
Of course, Feanan has to rely on an exterior trigger 
to use it, but nothing’s perfect!
 Powers: A couple of choices have to be made here. 
Feanan automatically receives eldritch blast and eyebite, 
which are dictated by her class and choice of pact. 
Eyebite is particularly useful to a teleporting character: 
After becoming invisible, a quick teleport ensures that 
the opponent has no clue where to look for her.
 None of the 1st-level encounter or daily powers 
deal with teleportation, so Feana picks up witchfire 
(warlock encounter) and dread star (warlock daily). 
The latter is star pact, but it helps keep an enemy 
away and weakens them against eyebite.

 Equipment: Feanan needs an implement, so she 
gets her a wand. She also takes leather armor, a long-
sword as backup (which she can wield since she is 
an eladrin), and assorted traveling gear. As for magic 
equipment, she’ll be collecting it as she goes up in 
level, so some attractive choices will be noted after 
all the leveling up is done.
 Level 2: She gains ethereal stride (warlock utility) 
for a teleport of 3 squares each encounter. Plus, the 
power increases her defenses. The fact that it is part 
of the star pact in no way diminishes its usefulness. 
As a feat, Improved Initiative means she can worry 
less that a monster is going to drop without Feanan’s 
Warlock’s Curse on it.
 Level 3: Otherwind stride (warlock encounter) is 
a real prize. The close burst immobilizes foes while 
Feanan teleports 7 squares to get the hell out of 
Dodge. Her fey pact boosts the teleport distance 
from 5 to 7 squares (by her Intelligence modifier).
 Level 4: +1 Charisma (now at 17) and +1 
Intelligence (now at 16). These two ability scores 
should be boosted at every opportunity. Charisma is 
core to the class, and Intelligence improves Feanan’s 
teleports. It’s also important because of her feat this 
level: Arcane Initiate, the wizard multiclassing feat. 
High Intelligence supports her few wizard powers. 
She especially wants those that let her teleport. The 
feat comes with training in Arcana and magic missile
(wizard at-will originally) as an encounter power.
 Another option is to increase Dexterity rather than 
Intelligence, which makes this a stealthy character 
and a skilled thief, which fits well with teleportation. 
Feanan could combine this with multiclassing into 
rogue for a few helpful Stealth-based powers. That 
said, wizard makes more sense for the build because 
Feanan wants all the teleportation she can.

Level 5: Curse of the bloody fangs (warlock daily) 
doesn’t teleport, but it deals some serious damage.
 Level 6: This is a great level. Not only does Feanan 
have the opportunity to teleport out of danger, she can 
teleport a friend into danger! (She hopes that friend 
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is a fighter or a paladin.) Fey switch (warlock utility) 
lets her switch places with a willing ally—emphasis 
on willing. Feanan’s feat this level is Alertness.
 Level 7: Mire the mind (warlock encounter) 
functions like an improved eyebite for Feanan and 
all her friends. There’s no teleport, but it can serve 
Feanan well.
 Level 8: +1 Charisma (18), +1 Intelligence (17). 
The feat choice is Ritual Caster, for the very important 
reason that Linked Portal is a level 8 ritual. Feanan 
will purchase the ritual ASAP.
 Level 9: Summons of Khirad (warlock daily) comes 
with a couple of hitches: It teleports an enemy to
Feanan rather than taking her away, and it attacks 
with Constitution. The first is bad unless Feanan has 
allies waiting to pound the guy, and the second is 
bad because she wasn’t built with high-Constitution 
powers in mind. This attack is already two points 
below where its attack bonus should be at this level, 
and it’s only going to get worse. The best bet is to use 
this on big, dumb brutes with low Will Defenses and 
swap it out for a power she can use more accurately 
later on.
 Level 10: This is another great level. Warlock’s 
leap (warlock utility) is a teleport of 6 squares that, 
unlike almost every other teleport, does not require 
line of sight to the destination. This is how Feanan 
can escape any jail cell and slip into heavily guarded 
fortresses, and she’s extremely pleased to get it. It 
is, however, a daily power. Feanan takes Skill Focus 
(Stealth), which can help her keep up with the high-
Dexterity sneakers.
 Status Report: How is the  maximum teleport 
character coming along? She teleports 5 squares 
each time an enemy Feanan has cursed drops to 0 hit 
points, which could be at least once per fight (unless 
she’s truly unlucky). She has four teleports during 
each encounter, and each ranges from 3 to 7 squares 
in distance—plus one of them is an attack. Once a day 
Feanan can teleport without caring about line of sight, 

and once a day she can grab a low-Will foe and tele-
port him near to Feanan (and hopefully into a cluster 
of her buddies). But she’s just getting started.
 At-Will Powers: Eldritch blast (warlock 1), eyebite 
(warlock 1).
 Encounter Powers: Witchfire (warlock 1), otherwind 
stride (warlock 3), magic missile (wizard 1), mire the 
mind (warlock 7).
 Daily Powers: Dread star (warlock 1), curse of the 
bloody fangs (warlock 5), summons of Khirad (warlock 
9).
 Utility Powers: Ethereal stride (warlock 2), fey switch 
(warlock 6), warlock’s leap (warlock 10).
 Feats: Improved Misty Step, Improved Initiative, 
Arcane Initiate, Alertness, Ritual Caster, Skill Focus 
(Stealth).
 Level 11: +1 to all abilities. This means 
Intelligence reaches 18 and Wisdom reaches 
12. It’s also time to choose a paragon path, and 
Feanan chooses the Feytouched.
 This path is custom made for the teleporter. Apart 
from Feytouched Action (+4 to attacks when you 
spend an action point), Feanan gains Slashing Wake, 
which deals her Intelligence modifier in damage 
(currently 4) to all enemies adjacent to her when she 
teleports. Since she teleports at least four times an 
encounter, that’s pretty exciting. It also provides will 
of the Feywild (feytouched encounter attack 11), which 
lets Feanan teleport an enemy 5 squares and forces 
him to attack the creature she places him beside. The 
feat this level is Feywild Protection, which gives her a 
+2 bonus to defenses for the round after using fey step. 
 Level 12: The paragon utility power is twilight 
teleport (feytouched utility), which lets Feanan 
teleport a creature into the space of a cursed foe who 
drops to 0 hit points. The feat this level is Twofold 
Curse, which allows Feanan to target two people each 
time she uses the Warlock’s Curse. The real benefit 
to this is that it doubles the chance that, when some-
one goes down, she can use Misty Step. And with her 

other teleports, she’s almost guaranteed to curse two 
new targets each round.
 Level 13: Bewitching whispers (warlock encounter) 
includes no teleport, but it’s the only Charisma-based 
attack power at this level. It replaces witchfire (warlock 
attack 1).
 Level 14: +1 Charisma (20), +1 Intelligence (19). 
Point-Blank Shot is a feat every warlock wants 
eventually, and Feanan takes it now.
 Level 15: Curse of the golden mist (warlock daily) 
is another case of the only Charisma-based attack 
power. It replaces dread star.
 Level 16: Infuriating elusiveness (warlock utility) 
lets Feanan turn invisible for a round and teleport 4 
squares. The best part is that, as a move action, she 
can immediately use another teleport (even an attack 
teleport) to confuse her enemies. Improved Second 
Wind helps her stay alive.
 She also receives Patron’s Favor, the feytouched 
level 16 feature. It replaces Misty Step with a die roll 
for special effects, which includes a 50% chance she 
teleports 10 squares instead of 5. This is great!
 Level 17: None of the powers are particularly 
compelling here. Normally, thirsting tendrils (warlock 
encounter) would replace mire the mind; instead, 
Feanan keeps mire the mind because of the invisibility 
it grants her. She replaces bewitching whispers instead.
 Level 18: +1 Charisma (21), +1 Intelligence (20). 
Great Fortitude shores up Feanan’s weak Fortitude 
defense. At this level, she also picks up the Planar 
Portal ritual so she can use planar teleports.
 Level 19: Wrath of Acamar (warlock daily) isn’t 
the sort of teleportation that fits this build—it yanks 
the target onto another plane and then back into the 
same location—but sending a victim into a realm of 
indescribable horror seems worthwhile. It replaces 
curse of the bloody fangs.
 Level 20: To cap the feytouched paragon path, 
Feanan receives whispers of the fey (feytouched daily). 
Iron Will boosts her Will defense to fantastic levels.
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be worth looking at powers from future supplements 
once they hit the shelves.
 At-Will Powers: Eldritch blast (warlock 1), eyebite 
(warlock 1).
 Encounter Powers: Otherwind stride (warlock 3), mire 
the mind (warlock 7), will of the Feywild (warlock 11),
thirsting tendrils (warlock 17).
 Daily Powers: Summons of Khirad (warlock 1), curse 
of the golden mist (warlock 15), wrath of Acamar (war-
lock 19), whispers of the fey (warlock 20).
 Utility Powers: Ethereal stride (warlock 2), fey switch 
(warlock 6), warlock’s leap (warlock 10), twilight teleport 
(warlock 12), infuriating elusiveness (warlock 16).
 Feats: Improved Misty Step, Improved Initiative, 
Arcane Initiate, Alertness, Ritual Caster, Skill 
Focus (Stealth), Feywild Protection, Twofold Curse, 
Point-Blank Shot, Improved Second Wind, Great 
Fortitude, Iron Will.
 Level 21: +1 to all abilities (relevant updates: 
Strength 12, Constitution 16, Dexterity 16, 
Charisma 22). Now it’s time to choose an epic 
destiny. Remember Arcane Initiate? Here’s why it 
fits with Feanan. She goes for archmage as her epic 
destiny. Its feature is Spell Recall, which allows her 
to cast one daily spell twice a day. She can choose a 
different power each day, but in general her choice 
is clear: warlock’s leap (warlock utility), so Feanan now 
has two blind teleports each day. Epic Resurgence 
is her feat choice so she can recover spent teleports 
when she scores a critical hit.
 Level 22: Feanan’s utility power is raven’s 
glamor (warlock utility), a teleport of 20 squares 
that simultaneously turns her invisible and leaves 
an illusion in her place to fool her enemies. Better, 
she can sustain the invisibility. Lightning Reflexes is 
the feat of choice. Feanan isn’t interested in Arcane 
Mastery, even though she qualifies, because it won’t 
recharge Feanan’s teleports—it just deals with her 
wizard powers.

 Level 23: Dark transport (warlock encounter) 
replaces thirsting tendrils. This hurts the target and 
lets Feanan teleport into his space and send him to 
hers—the perfect way to surround him with Feanan’s 
friends or foil an escape!
 Level 24: +1 Charisma (23) and Intelligence (22). 
Feanan gets Arcane Spirit from the archmage epic 
destiny and takes Danger Sense.
 Level 25: Curse of the twin princes (warlock daily) 
is the only Charisma attack power this level. It 
replaces curse of the golden mist; normally replacing 
summons of Khirad would make the most sense, but 
with maximum battlefield teleports as a goal, she 
holds onto that one.
 Level 26: Feanan gains shape magic from her epic 
destiny. Once per day, she regains an arcane power. 
Since all her powers are arcane, this means she can 
perform another teleport whenever she wants. 
It could be an encounter power in an emergency, 
but it’s much more likely to be a daily. She picks 
up Devastating Critical so she can lay out a little 
more smack.
 Level 27: Curse of the fey king (warlock encounter) 
isn’t a teleport power, but it gives Feanan a greater 
chance of getting dark transport off when she wants 
to transpose with an enemy. It replaces mire the mind, 
which is by now a little long in the tooth.
 Level 28: +1 Charisma (24), +1 Wisdom (14). 
Normally Intelligence would get a bump, but this is 
Feanan’s last ability boost, and taking Intelligence to 
23 won’t do anything for her (and Wisdom is the only 
ability that 1 point improves). She chooses the feat 
Adept Power, which lets Feanan change out wrath of 
Acamar for disintegrate (wizard daily 19). She’s giving 
up a power that teleports an enemy for one that 
doesn’t, but that will change. Also, she grabs the 
True Portal ritual.
 Level 29: Disintegrate didn’t last long. Feanan 
trades it back for wrath of Acamar. Then she trades 
out curse of the twin princes for elemental maw (wizard 

 Status Report: Feanan has all the teleport powers 
she had at level 10, plus she damages all adjacent 
enemies each time she teleports, approximately half 
her Misty Steps are teleports of 10 squares instead of 
5 squares, she teleports and becomes invisible every 
encounter, she teleports an enemy 5 squares each 
encounter, and she can teleport friends or enemies 
atop the bodies of her fallen cursed foes as a daily 
power. That’s a total of five personal teleports each 
encounter plus Misty Step and one daily, and 
teleporting enemies once an encounter and twice 
a day (one of those can be a friend, if she likes).
 It seems Feanan spent most of the paragon levels 
trying not to give up what she got in the first ten 
levels. She has improved some of her nonteleport 
attack powers, but there aren’t enough teleport 
powers to replace the ones she already has. The attack 
powers she leveled up do a decent job of dishing out 
appropriate damage and effects, and the fact that 
Feanan is doing damage to every adjacent enemy 
around her every time she teleports (which should be 
every round) should help make up for it. But it will 

MULTICLASSING NOTE
Some teleportation powers in the game don’t belong 
to the warlock, and Feanan wants them. They aren’t 
all appropriate, though. The cleric sends people to 
the Astral Sea for healing, and the paladin takes 
allies places to protect them, which does not fit for 
this character. But the wizard’s teleports are much 
more sensible.
 If the character was being built using the 
swordmage, forthcoming in the FORGOTTEN REALMS 
setting, Feanan might multiclass into that, instead. 
It has some great teleport powers, and it works well 
with a high Intelligence character.
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encounter 25), which sucks people into a vortex 
and teleports them to where Feanan wants them, 
within 20 squares of her. Now that’s some serious 
teleportation! While Feanan is at level 29, she also 
gets curse of the dark delirium (warlock daily). There’s 
no teleport, but her teleporting lusts have been sated 
for this level.
 Level 30: The Archspell feature lets Feanan 
choose one daily spell and make it an encounter spell. 
She almost selects warlock’s leap (warlock utility 10), 
but Feanan has enough teleports to keep her busy 
through an entire encounter. Instead, it feels right 
to use elemental maw every encounter and toss her 
opponents through space willy-nilly. The feat this 
level is another difficult choice, but she decides on 
Acolyte Power, which allows Feanan to replace a 
warlock utility with a wizard utility. She changes 
out raven’s glamor. The spell is good, but she want 
maximum frequency of teleports for everyone, so she’s 
forced to replace it with arcane gate (wizard utility 10), 
which lets Feanan connect 2 squares between her 
and her allies.
 Status Report: Feanan can use Misty Step multiple 
times an encounter, which is a teleport of 5 squares 
half the time and a teleport of 10 squares the other 
half of the time (with other possible boons to choose 
from), plus she can teleport herself six times each 
encounter (two of these are attacks). She teleports 
three more times daily (twice regardless of line of 
sight twice a day thanks to warlock’s leap plus Spell 
Recall), she teleports her enemies into the Far Realm 
and hurls them all about every encounter with 
elemental maw—though she could pick warlock’s leap
if she wanted to avoid being stuck. To cap it all off, 
Feanan can open portals to anyplace she can imagine 
and connect nearby squares with arcane gate for all 
of her friends once a day.
 At-Will Powers: Eldritch blast (warlock 1), eyebite 
(warlock 1).

 Encounter Powers: Otherwind stride (warlock 3),
will of the Feywild (warlock 11), dark transport (warlock 
23), curse of the fey king (warlock 27), elemental maw 
(wizard 25).
 Daily Powers: Summons of Khirad (warlock 1), wrath 
of Acamar (warlock 19), whispers of the fey (warlock 20),
curse of the dark delirium (warlock 29).
 Utility Powers: Ethereal stride (warlock 2), fey switch 
(warlock 6), warlock’s leap (warlock 10), twilight tele-
port (warlock 12), infuriating elusiveness (warlock 16),
arcane gate (wizard 10).
 Feats: Improved Misty Step, Improved Initiative, 
Arcane Initiate, Alertness, Ritual Caster, Skill Focus 
(Stealth), Feywild Protection, Twofold Curse, Point-
Blank Shot, Improved Second Wind, Great Fortitude, 
Iron Will, Epic Resurgence, Lightning Reflexes, 
Danger Sense, Devastating Critical, Adept Power, 
Acolyte Power.
 Desired Magic Items: Eladrin boots (level 16) increase 
the distance of all Feanan’s teleports by 2 squares 
and give her an additional daily teleport of up to 5 
squares. The guardian’s cape (level 20+) lets her 
teleport to change places with an ally, ignoring line 
of effect. The star opal ring (level 26) gives her a 
daily teleport that comes with a burst attack. Most 
importantly, the rod of harvest lets her capture her 
Misty Steps and use them when Feanan wants minor 
actions; this greatly improves the control she has over 
her teleports. She can even keep one Misty Step from 
the end of the last combat ready for the next! As a 
backup for use with her wizard powers, she keeps 
a wand that holds a teleporting encounter power—
otherwind stride at low levels up through dark 
transport at the highest levels. She keeps in mind 
that dimensional shackles (level 17) deny teleportation 
and are her worst enemies.

Germaine the Fighter-Mage
The warrior-wizard is a staple in fantasy—a character 
who devotes himself to both the art of magic and the 

way of the sword. DUNGEONS & DRAGONS has had 
difficulty rendering this character in the past. Now, 
a mix of sword and sorcery works, and this concept 
will show you how.

Race: Both Intelligence and Strength need to be 
high for this character build, so a race that boosts one 
or the other is a must. Though a couple possibilities 
exist—the dragonborn boosts Strength, the human 
boosts whatever you want, and the tief ling boosts 
Intelligence—the eladrin seems like the best choice. 
The ability score modifiers bring Germaine’s Intel-
ligence up to par and improve his Dexterity, which is 
a secondary ability for both classes.

Class: This is a tricky question: Does the character 
start with fighter or start with wizard? It turns out 
that the fighter’s ability to mark enemies, to stop their 
movement, and to constantly boost accuracy is more 
useful than Arcane Implement Mastery, cantrips, 
Ritual Casting, and a spellbook. Germaine can 
have Ritual Caster as a feat later, and while cantrips 
are cool, Germaine needs to be effective more than 
colorful. Germain’s Fighter Weapon Talent will be 
used with one-handed weapons, so he can keep a 
wand in his other hand.
 Ability Scores: Germaine needs Strength and 
Intelligence to be as high as possible. Although the 
eladrin race means that it’s tempting to make 
Dexterity Germaine’s secondary ability, Wisdom 
can help him more. So what if he’s not likeable? 
The final tally is Strength 16, Constitution 12, 
Dexterity 12*, Intelligence 16*, Wisdom 13, and
Charisma 11. Germaine has a low Will defense until 
he starts selecting feats, but at least Eladrin Will 
mitigates that a little.
* Race modifier included.
 Skills: Athletics, Endurance, and Heal. The 
eladrin bonus skill is History, which works with 
Germaine’s high Intelligence. Germaine can receive 
Arcana from . . .
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 Feats: Arcane Initiate gives Germaine the 
Arcana skill and a once-per-encounter magic missile. 
This is the first step in multiclassing.
 Powers: Cleave (fighter at-will) and tide of iron 
(fighter at-will). Covering attack (fighter encounter) as 
Germaine’s encounter power lets him shift friends 
out of the way before he lets loose a wizard’s blast, 
and villain’s menace (fighter daily) helps him fight a 
foe with either magic or muscle. Don’t forget that he 
has fey step, which is useful in getting in close with his 
enemies, or getting out so he can do his wizard thing.
 Equipment: Longsword, heavy shield, scale 
armor, supplies, and a rudimentary wand.

 Now to start looking at Germaine as he begins 
to climb up the levels. Hit points won’t be added up 
here, nor will level modifier to checks be factored in. 
Those are automatic for the most part; Germaine’s 
build is focused on picking out feats and powers, 
along with a paragon path and an epic destiny.
 Level 2: Get over here pulls Germaine’s enemies 
in close, which is good for a fighter, and it can combo 
well with the close blasts he should soon have as a 
wizard. He gains Ritual Caster as his feat, since he 
wants to be as wizardly as possible.
 Level 3: Sweeping blow (fighter encounter) ties in 
nicely with Germaine’s longsword.
 Level 4: +1 Strength (17), +1 Intelligence (17). 
Germaine takes Novice Power and trades in covering 
attack for his first wizard attack power. Because 
Germaine will be in melee combat most of the time, 
he needs to have an attack that doesn’t provoke 
opportunity attacks. Burning hands (wizard encounter) 
fills that demand with a whole lot of fire.
 Level 5: Rain of steel (fighter daily) lets Germaine 
lash out with his sword even while he is trying to 
focus on incantations.
 Level 6: At this point, Germaine needs a little 
more oomph with his sword. The Eladrin Soldier feat 
does just that. Germaine takes unbreakable (fighter 
utility) to help keep him alive.

 Level 9: Thicket of blades (fighter daily) slows every-
one Germaine hits, and hopefully that keeps them in 
range for his wizard blasts.
 Level 10: Adept Power lets Germaine trade out a 
daily power. He’s finally getting into the big wizard 
spells. He can trade out rain of steel for one of two 
serious choices here: Bigby’s icy grasp or web. Fireball
is a classic, but it only deals damage. He wants to 
tie controller and defender together for maximum 
synergy. In the end, web (wizard daily) lets 
Germaine perform better crowd control, and it ties 
in with Combat Superiority very well—Germaine 
has a chance to pin down anyone who tries to 
struggle free of the web, and he can even use 
tide of iron to push people into it.
 He also receives a utility power, which means he 
can reshuffle his wizard utility. While wizards have 
neat powers at level 6, shield seems like a stronger 
choice. Germaine opts for stalwart guard (fighter 
utility).

 Level 7: Come and get it (fighter encounter) lets 
Germaine draw in enemies for a good blast with color 
spray (wizard encounter) on his next turn. Oh, this 
is the first mention of color spray? This is one of the 
tricks of multiclassing: With each new level, you 
can swap powers in and out to make sure that your 
character’s multiclass powers are (if you choose) 
nearly his most powerful attacks. Germaine has 
traded out burning hands for covering attack (that’s 
the “gain back” part described on page 209 of the 
Player’s Handbook), and then traded out sweeping blow
for color spray. Germaine’s wizard spells need to be as 
up-to-date as possible, so he will be doing this a lot.
 Level 8: +1 Strength (18) and +1 Intelligence (18). 
Germaine gets Acolyte Power for the feat, and he uses 
it to trade in get over here for shield (wizard utility). As 
much as get over here worked well with the build, 
Germaine will keep shield. When a fighter needs +4 to 
his Armor Class, he really needs it.
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 Status Report: Germaine has two fighter encounter 
powers and one wizard encounter power (plus a 
wizard at-will he uses as an encounter power); two 
fighter utility powers and one wizard utility power; 
two fighter daily powers and one wizard daily power. 
It seems like he is more fighter than wizard . . . and 
that’s about to change. Paragon tier is when multi-
classing comes into its own.
 At-Will Powers: Cleave (fighter 1), tide of iron 
(fighter 1).
 Encounter Powers: Covering attack (fighter 1), magic 
missile* (wizard 1), color spray (wizard 3), come and get 
it (fighter 7).
 Daily Powers: Villain’s menace (fighter 1), web (wizard 
5), thicket of blades (fighter 9).
 Utility Powers: Shield (wizard 2), unbreakable (fighter 
6), stalwart guard (fighter 10).
 Feats: Arcane Initiate, Ritual Caster, Novice Power, 
Eladrin Soldier Acolyte Power, Adept Power.
 Level 11: +1 to all ability scores. Wisdom hits 
14 and Charisma hits 12. The feat Germaine 
immediately wants is Iron Will, which should help 
make up for the fact that he didn’t receive a wizard’s 
defense bonus. Cleave is replaced with thunderwave 
(wizard at-will); it’s the only close wizard at-will 
power, and Germaine can use it to push enemies 
away from his allies. Finally, Germaine gets a wizard 
encounter power from level 7. None of them are close 
powers, but winter’s wrath (wizard encounter) lets 
Germaine pin enemies down in its area, just like 
web does. As for paragon paths, wizard of the spiral 
tower looks like a good bet. It fits really well with 
the character concept. 
 Level 12: The Resounding Thunder feat lets 
Germaine increase the size of the thunderwave he 
picked up last level. He also gets blur (wizard utility), 
which is great when he needs a little help keeping 
the evil hordes off his friends.
 Level 13: Storm of blows (fighter encounter) is 
Germaine’s 13th-level fighter power, and it replaces 

covering attack. His wizard encounter powers at this 
level remain untouched, because there aren’t any 
close attacks.
 Level 14: +1 Strength (20), +1 Intelligence (20). 
Germaine gets Weapon Focus (heavy blades), which 
he’s been wanting since early heroic tier (but he just 
hasn’t had the feat space).
 Level 15: Unyielding avalanche (fighter daily) 
replaces villain’s menace. Germaine now trades back 
web for rain of steel and trades out thicket of blades for 
wall of fire (wizard daily). Now Germaine can corner 
his enemies in fiery hallways of his own creation!
 Level 16: Germaine gains interposing shield (fighter 
16) to help him protect his friends. He is still not 
giving up shield, though. He also finally takes Weapon 
Proficiency (bastard sword). It’s just better than the 
longsword.
 Level 17: This is a key level. Germaine trades back 
color spray to take sweeping blow. Then he replaces 
sweeping blow with warrior’s challenge (fighter utility), 
a new power at this level that focuses enemies on him 
so Germaine can blast them with thunderlance, which 
he takes when he trades out storm of blows. By the way, 
Germaine can use thunderwave without provoking an 
opportunity attack and improve it with Resounding 
Thunder.
 Level 18: +1 Strength (21), +1 Intelligence (21). 
Armor Specialization (scale) improves his Armor 
Class and speed.
 Level 19: Strike of the watchful guard (fighter daily) 
is a good ally-protecting power. It replaces rain of 
steel while he simultaneously trades out unyielding ava-
lanche for prismatic beams (wizard daily) and 
trades back wall of fire to take thicket of blades.
 Level 20: The Devastating Critical feat comes in 
handy, especially with all the attack rolls Germaine’s 
area-based powers let him make. He gets acid wave
(wizard daily) from paragon multiclassing. It’s a 
close attack spell that covers Germaine’s enemies, 
appropriately enough, with burning acid. It was a 

close race with Evard’s black tentacles, which appeals to 
the defender side of the character, but he’s looking for 
a flat-out wash of pain.
 Status Report: One fighter at-will power, one wizard 
at-will power; two fighter encounter powers, two 
wizard encounter powers (plus magic missile, again); 
two fighter daily powers, two wizard daily powers; 
three fighter utility powers, two wizard 
utility powers. Germaine is pretty evenly balanced 
with a bunch of area-based powers, and he can use 
almost all of them at close range without provoking 
opportunity attacks. The assortment of powers is 
going to stay about balanced except for utility powers, 
since Germaine will pick up a couple more from the 
fighter’s lists over the next ten levels.
 At-Will Powers: Cleave (fighter 1), tide of iron (fighter 
1).
 Encounter Powers: Magic missile* (wizard 1), winter’s 
wrath (wizard 7), come and get it (fighter 7), thunder-
lance (wizard 13), warrior’s challenge (fighter 17).
 Daily Powers: Thicket of blades (fighter 9), prismatic 
beams (wizard 15), strike of the watchful guard (fighter 
19), acid wave (wizard 19).
 Utility Powers: Shield (wizard 2), unbreakable 
(fighter 6), stalwart guard (fighter 10), blur (wizard 10),
interposing shield (fighter 16).
 Feats: Arcane Initiate, Ritual Caster, Novice Power, 
Eladrin Soldier, Acolyte Power, Adept Power, Iron 
Will, Resounding Thunder, Weapon Focus (heavy 
blades), Weapon Proficiency (bastard sword), Armor 
Specialization (scale), Devastating Critical.
 Level 21: +1 to all ability scores. Strength hits 22, 
Intelligence hits 22, and Constitution and Dexterity 
hit 14. And it’s epic destiny time! Germaine becomes 
an eternal seeker, gaining Seeker of the Many Paths, 
which allows him to choose encounter and daily 
powers from any class when he gains levels. Now his 
highest-level power can be a wizard power if he wants. 
He takes Epic Resurgence as his feat; getting an 
encounter power back is always good.
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 Level 22: Being an eternal seeker lets Germaine 
round out his wizard utility powers: He gets mass 
f ly (wizard utility), mostly because it’s awesome. He 
chooses Fleet Footed as his feat, which gives him a 
little extra boost in speed.
 Level 23: Warrior’s urging (fighter encounter) 
is another power that sucks in enemies for an all-
round attack and sets them up for a thunderlance
on Germaine’s next turn or with an action point. It 
replaces come and get it. He keeps thunderlance rather 
than move it up; keeping Germaine’s wizard powers 
as close attacks is better than keeping them at the 
highest possible level.
 Level 24: +1 Strength (23), +1 Intelligence (23). 
The Spell Accuracy feat allows Germaine to leave 
squares out of his close and area attacks, which is 
great when he’s in the fray trying to protect his allies. 
He also gains Eternal Action, which lets his action 
points do double duty.
 Level 25: Reaper’s stance (fighter daily) replaces 
thicket of blades because it’s hard to argue with 
automatic damage and automatic ongoing 10. 
Germaine keeps his other daily powers where they 
are, though he’s once again tempted by Evard’s black 
tentacles.
 Level 26: Seeker’s Lore lets Germaine pick one 
22nd-level utility power from any class. The best 
choice here is own the battlefield (warlord utility 22). 
It lets Germaine slide just about all the enemies 
on the field a number of squares up to Germaine’s 
Intelligence modifier, which is +6 right now and will 
soon be +7. It supplements Germaine’s control of the 
battlefield very well. The Heavy Blade Mastery feat 
helps Germaine score more critical hits (and thus 
more uses out of Epic Resurgence).
 Level 27: Germaine gets black fire (wizard 
encounter), a souped-up burning hands, as a 27th-level 
spell. It replaces thunderlance.

interposing shield (fighter 16), mass f ly (wizard 22), 
own the battlefield (warlord 22).
 Feats: Arcane Initiate, Ritual Caster, Novice Power, 
Eladrin Soldier Acolyte Power, Adept Power, Iron 
Will, Resounding Thunder, Weapon Focus (heavy 
blades), Weapon Proficiency (bastard sword), Armor 
Specialization (scale), Devastating Critical, Epic 
Resurgence, Fleet-Footed, Spell Accuracy, Heavy 
Blade Mastery, Solid Sound, Blind-Fight.
 Desired Magic Items: Any magic scale armor works: 
trollskin armor looks nice. A dancing bastard sword is 
great for Germaine, since it keeps attacking when he 
pulls out his wand to lay down heavy fire. The staff 
of the war mage or the thunderwave staff are both good 
choices for a fighter-wizard, but a staff seems a little 
unwieldy. It’s easier to go for a wand with a good 
close attack, such as burning hands or thunderlance, so 
Germaine has it when he needs it, or with the orb of 
invasive fortune. A shield of def lection forces foes to come 
close where he can whack or blast them. Gauntlets of 
the ram and shadowfell gloves are both good hand slot 
items. In the end, nothing really screams as a perfect 
match for this character—he just wants a balance of 
magic-enhancing and melee-enhancing fun. D
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and subtle magics from her position within the secret world 
government in Taipei. Decipher his rebellious code by visiting 
Gleemax and join the fight.

 Level 28: +1 Strength (24), +1 Intelligence (24). 
Solid Sound gives Germaine a boost whenever he 
uses a thunder power.
 Level 29: No mercy (fighter daily) is the epitome 
of sheer fighter brutality, and it replaces strike of the 
watchful guard. There just aren’t enough close wizard 
powers at this tier, but Germaine is still capable of 
dishing out some sword-and-sorcery hurt.
 Level 30: As a Seeker of the Many Paths, he can 
choose a 24th-level feature from any other epic 
destiny (if Germaine meets the qualifications). 
Germaine goes with Divine Recovery, which provides 
automatic healing when Germaine hits 0 hit points. 
Germaine will likely take a lot of hits on the front 
lines. Arcane Spirit, the archmage feature at that 
level, is a choice that would emphasize Germaine’s 
arcane half. Germaine goes with Blind-Fight for the 
feat at that level.
 Status Report: Germaine has a mess of powers on 
both sides of the fence, now: two fighter encounter 
powers, two wizard encounter powers (and magic missile
as an encounter power). Two fighter daily powers, two 
wizard daily powers. Three wizard utility powers, three 
fighter utility powers, and one warlord utility power 
(kind of incidental, that). Seven feats have been invested 
in getting Germaine’s wizard half (five if you don’t 
count Ritual Caster or Iron Will), four feats improve 
Germaine’s wizard half, three or four add to his fighter 
side, and several that help just about any class. This is 
one of the costs of full-time multiclassing.
 At-Will Powers: Cleave (fighter 1), tide of iron (fighter 1).
 Encounter Powers: Magic missile* (wizard 1), winter’s 
wrath (wizard 7), warrior’s challenge 
(fighter 17), warrior’s urging (fighter 23), black fire 
(wizard 27).
 Daily Powers: Prismatic beams (wizard 15), acid 
wave (wizard 19), reaper’s stance (fighter 25), no mercy 
(fighter 29).
 Utility Powers: Shield (wizard 2), unbreakable 
(fighter 6), stalwart guard (fighter 10), blur (wizard 10),


